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QCWA St George | Excel for Beginners – Session 1 
Foundation 
Ribbon Tab, Ribbon Group, Dialogue Launcher, Command Button 

Ribbon Tab contains multiple commands logically sub-divided into groups. 

Ribbon Group is a set of closely related command normally performed together. 

Dialog Launcher is a small arrow in the lower right corner of a group that brings up more related commands. 

Command Button is the button clicked to perform a particular action 

 

Views 

 

Normal view is the default view for Excel spreadsheets. Page breaks are shown as dotted lines between cells 
once a print preview occurs. 

Page Break Preview view is a which shows pages outlined in blue with a watermark (not printed) of the page 
number. 

Page Layout view is a which shows pages as they will appear printed, including margins and headers. Cell 
gridlines shown in this view will not print unless changed to borders. 

Customising Quick Access Toolbar 
The quick access toolbar at the top of the window can be customised to include frequently used commands 
such as Save, Undo, Redo, and Print Preview and Print. To customise this section, click the chevron and 
select the items you wish to be displayed. 

 

Moving within a Spreadsheet 
 Moving between cells in a spreadsheet can be achieved in several ways: 

• Clicking in a cell with the mouse, 
• Using the arrow keys on a keyboard, 
• Using TAB or SHIFT + TAB to move horizontally 
• Using ENTER or SHIFT + ENTER to move vertically  
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Basic Cell Formatting 
 Apply Cell Borders 

1. Select the cell or range of cells that you would like to add a border to. 
2. On the Home tab, in the Font group, click the arrow next to Borders, and then click the border style 

that you would like applied. 

     

 Apply Cell Shading 
1. Select the cell or range of cells that you want to apply cell shading to. 
2. On the Home tab, in the Font group, choose the arrow next to Fill Colour Button, and then under 

Theme Colours or Standard Colours, select the colour that you would like to apply to the selection 
(shown above right). 

 Apply a Number Format 
Excel uses Number Formatting to ensure that the contents of cells is handled correctly. 
Formats include currency, percentages, or dates. 

1. Select the cells that have numbers you would like to format. 
2. On the Home tab, in the Number group, the current number format applied to the selection is 

displayed. By default, this will be General. 
3. To change to another number format click the arrow and select a number format from the common 

formats, or select “More Number Formats” to open the Format Cells dialog. 
4. Selecting a category with a single click will update the sample to reflect how the format will be 

changed. Additional format options may also be displayed (such as currency symbol selection). 
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Excel Terminology 
Workbook an excel document, saved as an xlsx file (although there are some alternative versions with 

additional functionality). 

Spreadsheet the sheets containing data within a workbook. A minimum of one spreadsheet is required, although 
a single workbook can contain many spreadsheets. 

Columns the columns in an Excel spreadsheet are labelled alphabetically starting at column A, running to 
column XFD (16,384 columns). After Z comes AA, and likewise after ZZ comes AAA. 

Rows the rows in an Excel spreadsheet are numbered numerically from 1 to 1,048,576. 

Cells an individual spot in a spreadsheet is called a cell and it is reference by the column and row. For 
example, the first cell is A1. To return to cell A1 from any place on the sheet press CTRL and HOME 
together. 

Range a range is a selection of cells, it can take one of three forms 
 ~ horizontal range – a selection of multiple columns in one row, e.g. A1 to C1 
 ~ vertical range – a selection of multiple rows in one column, e.g. A1 to A6 
 ~ symmetrical range – a selection spanning rows and columns, e.g. A1 to C6 

Formula Bar a toolbar at the top of an Excel spreadsheet where you can see the contents of a cell. It is labelled 
with a function symbol (fx). 

 

 

 

Practical Exercise – Top Grossing Films 
Create our Workbook and Spreadsheet 

1. Open Excel 
2. Under New, select “Blank Workbook” 
3. Click “File”, then “Save” to save the workbook. Choose from either a recent location or select “Browse” to 

select a folder to save tour workbook to. 
4. Give your workbook a meaningful name, such as “Top Grossing Films”, Excel will automatically add the .xlsx 

back, and click “Save” 
5. Double click on “Sheet 1” to highlight the name of the spreadsheet and change to “Australia” 
6. Our workbook is now ready for our data 
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Setting Spreadsheet Headings 
1. Click in Cell A1, type “Rank” and click tab to move to the next cell 
2. Continue this process to add titles for “Title”, “Released”, “Budget AUD”, “AU Gross AUD”, “Worldwide 

Gross USD”, and “Viewed”. 

Inserting Data from Another File 
1. Copy data from the source, such as an email 
2. Right click in the cell you want the data (e.g. A2) and choose Paste (Clipboard with an A) 

7. Your data has been inserted and converted to columns 
8. Manually enter either “Yes” or “No” in the viewed column of each title, based on whether you have viewed 

the film (for the purpose of this exercise, please have at least one yes and one no response) 
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Formatting Cells 
Headings 

1. Select cells A1 to G1 
2. In the Styles group, click Cell Styles and choose “Heading 1” from the list 
3. Adjust the width and height of the cells as appropriate 

5. In cell A1 type “Australian Top Grossing Films” 
6. To merge the cells and centre our title, select cells A1 to G1 and then select “Merge & Centre” from the 

Alignment group on the Home tab. 
7. Increase font size, make bold, and select a text colour in the Font group on the Home tab. 

Data Cells 
1. Select Cells D2 to F11 
2. In the Number group, click the $ to apply accounting format to the dollar values 

* Depending on your location settings, you may need to select the dropdown and choose $ English 
(Australia) is the currency is euros, yen, or another currency. 
* Accounting displays the $ aligned left, with number aligned right, where Currency displays the $ at the 
start of the number, aligned right. My personal preference is accounting, but this is an individual choice. 
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QCWA St George | Excel for Beginners – Session 2 
Filtering, Formulas, Conditional Formatting 
Filtering Data 

1. To apply filtering and sorting to a table of data, select a cell in the top row of data (first row under heading). 
2. On the Data tab, in the Sort & Filter group, select “Filter” 
3. Down arrows should be added beside each column heading (shown below, left) 
4. To sort data, click the down arrow beside Release to display the options and select “Sort Smallest to Largest” 

(shown below, right), have a play and then sort by ranking. 
5. To filter data, click the down arrow beside Viewed and untick “No” to filter only films you’ve seen. 
6. To filter data based on a criteria, click the down arrow beside Released and hover over Number Filters and 

select “Greater Than…”. In the dialog box, beside is greater than, enter “2000” and click “OK”. This will show 
only films released after 2000. 

7. To clear filters, either select the arrow beside the column you to clear the filter on or to clear all filters select 
“Clear” in the Sort & Filter group on the Data tab. 

    
 

Formulas 
1. Insert two new columns between F and G by selecting column headers G and H, right clicking the header and 

choosing “Insert” (by having two columns selected, 2 columns will be inserted) 
2. In column G add the heading “AU%” and in column H add the heading “AU Profit” 

 

Calculating Percentages 
To calculate the percentage of takings which were collected in Australia we need to divide the AU Gross takings 
by the Worldwide gross takings: 

1. In cell G3, type “=” to start a formula 
2. Click in cell E3 and the text will append to “=E3” 
3. Type “/” and click in cell F3, and press ENTER to complete the formula 
4. Cell G3 will display $0 as the cell is currently formatted as Accounting or Currency (depending on earlier 

selection). 
5. In the Number group on the Home ribbon, click the % symbol to update the number format to percentage. 

7. Fill the percentages down the column by hovering the mouse over the bottom right corner of cell G3 until 
the cursor changes to a solid black +, then click and drag to G12 to copy the formula down. 

8. Double click in cell G12 to see that the cell references have updated as copying down. 
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Calculating Profit 
To calculate the AU Profit, we need to minus the budget from the AU Gross takings: 

1. In cell E3, type “=” to start a formula 
2. Click in cell E3 and the text will append to “=E3” 
3. Type “-” and click in cell D3, and press ENTER to complete the formula 
4. Select cells H3 to H12, and press CTRL + D to fill the formulas in the column (alternative to step 7 above) 
5. The negatives indicate that the film did not clear a profit from Australian takings alone, however these are 

difficult to see. To make this clearer, highlight H3 to H12 and open the number format dialog by right clicking 
on the highlighted range and clicking “Format Cells”. 

6. On the left of the Number tab, select “Currency”, reduce decimal places to 0, and select the fourth option in 
negative numbers (-$1,234). 

7. Click “OK” Negative numbers are now red. 

Functions for Finding Value 
Excel can analyse data in cells to help find relevant information: 

1. In the following cells type the values indicated: B15 – Minimum, B16 – Maximum, B17 – Average 
2. In Cell D15 type “=min(” and then highlight cells D3:D12, type “)” to close function, and press enter 
3. In Cell D16 type “=max(” and then highlight cells D3:D12, type “)” to close function, and press enter 
4. In Cell D17 type “=average(” and then highlight cells D3:D12, type “)” to close function, and press enter 
5. Highlight cells D15 and D16 and fill backwards to C15:C16 by hovering over the bottom right of the selected 

area (cursor will change to +), and click and dragging back to include the column previous 
6. Highlight cells D15 to D17 and fill to H15:H17 by hovering over the bottom right of the selected area (cursor 

will change to +), and click and dragging right to include the desired columns 
7. Set the formatting of the cells as per the formatting of the data above 
8. This can help us find the information we are looking for, but this can be made easier with Conditional 

Formatting 
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Conditional Formatting 
Excel can format cells (shading, colour, etc.) based on criteria: 

1. Select the values under Budget AUD (D3:D12) 

3. Hover over Data Bars and select a solid fill (colour of your choosing) 
4. Cells will now be filled with a visual representation of the value, in proportion to the other values in the 

column 
5. Delete the value in cell D4 (the maximum value) to see the fill on the other cells update 
6. Re-enter 200,000,000 in cell D4 
7. Select the values under AU% (G3:G12) 
8. In the Styles group on the Home ribbon, click Conditional Formatting 
9. Hover over Top/Bottom Rules and select Top 10 Items 
10. Reduce the rank from 10 to 1 (either type or use arrows) and select a format 

 
 

11. Select the values under Viewed (I3:I12) 
12. In the Styles group on the Home ribbon, click Conditional Formatting 
13. Hover over Highlight Cells Rules and select Equal To 

15. Formulas can also be entered, rather than a value for cells G3:G12 we could enter “=MAX(G3:G12)” and this 
would highlight just the maximum value 
 

16. Add conditional formatting to other columns to test this functionality 
 

17. To view all conditional formatting applied to a sheet, select Manage Rules under Conditional Formatting 
18. By default, formatting rules are only displayed for the selected cell/s 

 
19. To see formatting rules for the worksheet, select This Worksheet from the dropdown list at the top 
20. Rules can be edited or deleted, as required from this dialogue 
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QCWA St George | Excel for Beginners – Session 3 
Generating a Report 
Setting Up Data Input Sheet 

1. Double click on “Sheet 1” to highlight the name of the spreadsheet and change to Input 
2. Add in titles for columns as follows: 

A. P Date (Purchase Date) 
B. P Weight (Purchased Weight) 
C. S Date (Sold Date) 
D. S Weight (Sold Weight) 
E. Tag No 
F. Gain (Weight Gain, will be calculated) 

3. Highlight the table headers (A:F) and all data rows 

5. Select a Table Style from the selection (see right) 
My preference is for a Medium Style, where the heading is highlighted dark and alternate rows are shaded 

7. Double click on the newly inserted “Sheet 1” to highlight the name of the new spreadsheet and change to 
Report 

Report Sheet 

2. Type On Hand Report in this merged cell 
3. Type the following titles in cells: 

     A2: Reference Date 
     A4: Head on Hand  B3: Head 
     A5: Purchased  C3: Weight 
     A6: Sold 

4. Merge Cells A8:C8 by highlighting the cells and selecting “Merge and Center” on the Home Tab 
5. Type Period Report in this merged cell 
6. Type the following titles in cells, and apply Bold to the text: 

     A9: Start Date  
     A10: End Date  
     A12: Purchased  B11: Head 
     A13: Sold   C11: Weight 
     A14: Top Weight Gain  
     A15: Least Weight Gain  

7. Select Cells B2, B9, and B10 (holding Ctrl key and single mouse 
click on each cell to add to selection), then under Cell Styles on 
the Home Tab, select Input. This will highlight the cells that we 
will change later (see figure to right) 
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Formulas 
Weight Gain (Data Input Sheet) 
Currently our Gain column is blank, this is a simple calculation though, simply our Sold weight less our purchased 
weight. The complexity comes in because an animal that hasn’t been sold yet has a blank weight which is treated as 
zero, therefore the calculation above would result in a negative value. To get around this, we need to only perform 
the calculation if there is a weight in the cell. 

1. In cell F2, type =ISBLANK(D2) and press enter, True or False will fill the column, based on whether a sold 
weight has been entered. We will “nest” this in an if statement to allow us to return the weight change 

2. Select cell F2 again, but this time type =IF(ISBLANK(D2),"",D2-B2) and press enter 
     Formula explained: 
          ISBLANK(D2) is our test, as we’ve just demonstrated above it returns True or False 
          “” is our value if True, using two double quotes with no content between returns a blank cell 
          D2-B2 is our value if False, if a sold weight exists, calculate weight difference 

3. Our weight gain (or loss) fills down our column, even as we add new data at the bottom 

Purchased Summary (head & weight) 
Based on the date entered in Cell B2, Return the count of animals purchased and the sum of their weights 

Head Purchased 
1. On the Report sheet, in cell B2 (reference date) type 16/03/21 
2. In cell B5, type =COUNTIF(  then click on “Input” sheet and select Column A, then type , 

     Formula Bar should display: =COUNTIF(Input!A:A, 
3. Click back to the “Report” sheet, and select cell B2 (Date Input Cell), type ) and press enter 

     Formula Bar should display: =COUNTIF(Input!A:A,Report!B2) 
4. The result in the cell should be the number of animals purchased on that day 

Weight Purchased 
1. On the “Report” sheet, in cell C5 type =SUMIF(  then click on “Input” sheet and select Column A, the dates 

we need to check, then type , 
     Formula Bar should display: =COUNTIF(Input!A:A, 

2. Click back to the “Report” sheet, and select cell B2 (Date Input Cell), type , 
     Formula Bar should display: =COUNTIF(Input!A:A,Report!B2, 

3. To select the column with the weights to add click on “Input” sheet and select Column B, then type ) and 
press enter 
     Formula Bar should display: =SUMIF(Input!A:A,Report!B2,Input!B:B) 

4. The result in the cell should be the weight of animals purchased on that day 

Using the above part of the report, we can check our data entry against our purchase paperwork. 

Sold Summary (head & weight) 
Based on the date entered in Cell B2, Return the count of animals sold and the sum of their weights 

Head Sold 
1. On the “Report” sheet, in cell B6, type =COUNTIF(  then click on “Input” sheet and select Column C, then 

type , 
     Formula Bar should display: =COUNTIF(Input!C:C, 

2. Click back to the “Report” sheet, and select cell B2 (Date Input Cell), type ) and press enter 
     Formula Bar should display: =COUNTIF(Input!C:C,Report!B2) 

3. The result in the cell should be the number of animals purchased on that day 
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Weight Purchased 
1. On the “Report” sheet, in cell C5 type =SUMIF(  then click on “Input” sheet and select Column C, the dates 

we need to check, then type , 
     Formula Bar should display: =COUNTIF(Input!C:C, 

2. Click back to the “Report” sheet, and select cell B2 (Date Input Cell), type , 
     Formula Bar should display: =COUNTIF(Input!C:C,Report!B2, 

3. To select the column with the weights to add click on “Input” sheet and select Column D, then type ) and 
press enter 
     Formula Bar should display: =SUMIF(Input!C:C,Report!B2,Input!D:D) 

4. The result in the cell should be the weight of animals purchased on that day 

Using the above part of the report, we can check our data entry against our purchase paperwork. 

Head on Hand Summary (count only) 
The above is great in that it shows us movement on specified dates, but what if we want to know how many head 
are on hand on a particular date? For this we need to know that an animal was purchased after a certain date and 
not sold prior to that same date. For this scenario we will assume that the animal is not on site on the day purchased 
or sold (1 day transport). 

1. On the “Report” sheet, in cell B4 type =COUNTIFS( making sure to include the “S” as we have multiple 
criteria this time then click on “Input” sheet and select Column A (our purchased date), then type , 
     Formula Bar should display: =COUNTIFS(Input!A:A, 

2. Next we need to check that the purchased date is before (or less than) our report date, so type “>”& then 
click on cell B2 which has our reference date, then type , 
     Formula Bar should display: =COUNTIFS(Input!A:A,"<"&Report!B2, 

3. To check that the animal hasn’t been sold prior to the reference date we add our second criteria, so click 
onto the “Input” sheet and select Column C (our sold date), then type , this gives us the date to check for the 
sale 
     Formula Bar should display: =COUNTIFS(Input!A:A,"<"&Report!B2,Input!C:C, 

4. Add our criteria – that the sale date be after our report date by typing ">"& and clicking on our reference 
date cell, as this is the end of this selection criteria, type ) 
     Formula Bar should display: =COUNTIFS(Input!A:A,"<"&Report!B2,Input!C:C,">"&Report!B2) 

The formula entered so far is great, but it does not count the animals which have not been sold, as the value of those 
cells is NULL. To factor these in we need to add to the count the animals which were purchase prior to our reference 
date and which have not yet been sold. For the next section, formular bar display has been abbreviated - … 
represent the formular at the end of Step 4 above. 

5. At the end of our formula above add +COUNTIFS( to start or second count criteria then once again click on 
“Input” sheet and select Column A (our purchased date), then type , 
     Formula Bar should display: …+COUNTIFS(Input!A:A, 

6. Check that the purchased date is before our report date by typing “>”& then click on cell B2, then type , 
     Formula Bar should display: …+COUNTIFS(Input!A:A,"<"&Report!B2, 

7. The next part is adding the criteria to check that the sold date is blank, click onto the “Input” sheet and 
select Column C (our sold date), then type , this gives us the date to check for the sale 
     Formula Bar should display: …+COUNTIFS(Input!A:A,"<"&Report!B2,Input!C:C, 

8. Add our criteria – that the sale date be blank by typing "" and as this is the end of this selection criteria, type 
) and press enter 

9. The finished formula in the cell is (split for clarity): 
     =COUNTIFS(Input!A:A,"<"&Report!B2,Input!C:C,">"&Report!B2) 
          +COUNTIFS(Input!A:A,"<"&Report!B2,Input!C:C,"") 
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Colour Coding for this Section 
Yellow: max/min/sum range – the values we want to look after our dates are matched 
Green: criteria range 1 
Teal: criteria 1 
Pink: criteria range 2 
Violet: criteria 2 

 Criteria 1: date greater than period start date 
 Criteria 2: date less than period end date 

Period Purchased Summary (head & weight) 
 Head Count Purchased in Period – Cell B12 
 =COUNTIFS(Input!A:A,">"&Report!B9,Input!A:A,"<"&Report!B10) 
 =COUNTIFS(Input!A:A,">"&Report!B9,Input!A:A,"<"&Report!B10) 

 Count Purchase Dates which are between our reporting dates 

 Weight Sum Purchased in Period – Cell C12 
 =SUMIFS(Input!B:B,Input!A:A,">"&Report!B9,Input!A:A,"<"&Report!B10) 
 =SUMIFS(Input!B:B,Input!A:A,">"&Report!B9,Input!A:A,"<"&Report!B10) 

 Sum Purchase weights, for animal which were purchased between our reporting dates 

Period Sold Summary (head & weight) 
 Head Count Sold in Period – Cell B13 
 =COUNTIFS(Input!C:C,">"&Report!B9,Input!C:C,"<"&Report!B10) 
 =COUNTIFS(Input!C:C,">"&Report!B9,Input!C:C,"<"&Report!B10) 

 Count Sold Dates which are between our reporting dates 

 Wight Sum Sold in Period – Cell C13 
 =SUMIFS(Input!D:D,Input!C:C,">"&Report!B9,Input!C:C,"<"&Report!B10) 
 =SUMIFS(Input!D:D,Input!C:C,">"&Report!B9,Input!C:C,"<"&Report!B10) 

 Sum Sale weights, for animal which were sold between our reporting dates 

Weight Gain Max and Min For Sales in Period 
 Top Weight Gain (Max) – Cell C14 
 =MAXIFS(Input!F:F,Input!C:C,">"&Report!B9,Input!C:C,"<"&Report!B10) 
 =MAXIFS(Input!F:F,Input!C:C,">"&Report!B9,Input!C:C,"<"&Report!B10) 

 Find maximum weight gain, for animals which were sold between our reporting dates 

 Least Weight Gain (Min) – Cell C15 
 =MINIFS(Input!F:F,Input!C:C,">"&Report!B9,Input!C:C,"<"&Report!B10) 
 =MINIFS(Input!F:F,Input!C:C,">"&Report!B9,Input!C:C,"<"&Report!B10) 

 Find minimum weight gain, for animals which were sold between our reporting dates 
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